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Abstract
Religious disagreement is, quite understandably, viewed as a problem for religious
belief. In this paper, I consider why religious disagreement is a problem—why it
is a potential defeater for religious belief—and I propose a way of dealing with this
sort of potential defeater. I begin by focusing elsewhere—on arguments for radical
skepticism. In section 1, I consider skeptical arguments proposed as potential defea-
ters for all of our perceptual andmemory beliefs and explain what I think the rational
response is to such potential defeaters, emphasizing the way epistemic intuitions are
involved in both the skeptical arguments and my recommended response. In section
2, I discuss the way in which peer disagreement—on any topic—is a potential defea-
ter for our beliefs, highlighting the conditions under which recognized disagreement
is a successful defeater and those under which it isn’t. In the third section, I consider
how to use a section-1 type of response to deal with a section-2 type of defeater for
religious belief.

Religious disagreement is, quite understandably, viewed as a problem
for religious belief. In this paper, I want to considerwhy religious dis-
agreement is a problem—why it is a potential defeater for religious
belief—and to propose a way of dealing with this sort of potential
defeater.
I’ll begin by focusing elsewhere—on arguments for radical skepti-

cism. In section 1, I’ll consider skeptical arguments proposed as po-
tential defeaters for all of our perceptual and memory beliefs and
explain what I think the rational response is to such potential defea-
ters, emphasizing the way epistemic intuitions are involved in both
the skeptical arguments and my recommended response. In section
2, I’ll discuss the way in which peer disagreement—on any topic—
is a potential defeater for our beliefs, highlighting the conditions
under which recognized disagreement is a successful defeater and
those under which it isn’t. In the third section, I’ll consider how to
use a section-1 type of response to deal with a section-2 type of defea-
ter for religious belief.
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1. Skepticism, Defeaters, and Epistemic Intuitions

1.1 Proposed Defeaters for Perceptual and Memory Beliefs

Skeptical objections are potential defeaters. Arguments for skepti-
cism concerning our perceptual beliefs about the external world are
of this sort. I will focus not on rebutting objections, which argue
that our perceptual beliefs are false, but on undercutting ones,
which argue that our perceptual beliefs aren’t formed in a trustworthy
way or that we have good reason to doubt that they are formed in a
sufficiently trustworthy way. Consider the underdetermination ob-
jection to our perceptual beliefs. It begins by noting that these
beliefs are not based on arguments or inferences. Instead, they are
noninferential beliefs based on sensory experiences that don’t guaran-
tee the truth of these beliefs. It seems that we could have these sensory
experiences whether or not there is an external physical world and
whether or not the external world is the way these experiences
incline us to think that world is. If our perceptual evidence could
be the same whether or not the external world is as we are inclined
to think it is (on the basis of that evidence), then that evidence under-
determines the truth of our perceptual beliefs. One natural response is
to seek out arguments—ones that don’t rely on our perceptual evi-
dence—for the conclusion that our perceptual evidence makes it
probable that our perceptual beliefs are true. There are good
reasons for thinking that such arguments aren’t available. I won’t re-
hearse those reasons here.1

Exactly parallel worries plague ourmemory beliefs, which are non-
inferential beliefs based on memory impressions or seemings. These
memory seemings don’t guarantee the truth of those beliefs: we could
have the same memory seemings on which we base our memory
beliefs whether or not there was a past and whether or not the past
was the way this memory evidence inclines us to think it was. Our
memory evidence, therefore, underdetermines the truth of our
memory beliefs, and we don’t have any good arguments (that don’t
rely on memory evidence) for thinking that our memory evidence
makes it probable that our memory beliefs are true.2

1 But see William Alston, The Reliability of Sense Perception (Ithaca:
Cornell University Press, 1993) and Richard Fumerton, Metaepistemology
and Skepticism (Lanham, MD: Rowman and Littlefield, 1995) for helpful
discussion.

2 Ibid.
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These underdetermination objections to our noninferential per-
ceptual and memory beliefs are potential undercutting defeaters for
those beliefs. The question, thus, arises: How can these perceptual
and memory beliefs avoid being defeated, given that no good argu-
ments are available for defending those beliefs inferentially against
these underdetermination objections?

1.2 Responding to Proposed Defeaters for Perceptual and Memory
Beliefs

In my view, the best response to this sort of skeptical worry about
perception and memory is a two-step Reidian response that both
relies on and responds to epistemic intuitions. The first step in this
response is to highlight the strong epistemic intuitions we have that
contradict the skeptical conclusions in question. I develop this first
step using the work of Thomas Reid and a more recent philosopher,
William Tolhurst. The second step is to point out that both the skep-
tical objections and the Reidian response rely on epistemic intuitions,
but the epistemic intuitions on which the skeptical objections rely are
much weaker than and, for that reason, outweighed by the stronger
epistemic intuitions employed in the Reidian response to the skep-
tical objection.
Let’s start by considering what Reid says on the topic. He notes

that it is a first principle that our faculties are reliable and that first
principles are properly believed noninferentially.3 Just as we have
noninferential beliefs about our immediate physical environment
by means of sense perception and about our past by means of
memory, so also we have a faculty of common sense by means of
which we form noninferential beliefs in first principles.4 How
exactly does this faculty of common sense produce beliefs in first
principles? According to Reid:

We may observe, that opinions which contradict first principles
are distinguished from other errors by this; that they are not
only false, but absurd: and, to discountenance absurdity,
nature has given us a particular emotion, to wit, that of ridicule,
which seems intended for this very purpose of putting out of
countenance what is absurd, either in opinion or practice.5

3 Thomas Reid, Essays on the Intellectual Powers of Man, ed. Derek
Brookes (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2002 [1785]): 452 & 480.

4 Ibid. 433.
5 Ibid. 462.
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The suggestion is that when you entertain the contrary of a first prin-
ciple (e.g., the principle that your faculties are reliable) you experi-
ence the emotion of ridicule, which involves the contrary of that
first principle seeming absurd. On the basis of this seeming you
dismiss as absurd the contrary of the first principle and believe the
first principle itself. Thus, noninferential common sense belief in
the reliability of your faculties is like noninferential perceptual
belief in that both are based on experiential evidence—a claim’s
seeming absurd in the former case and sensory experience in the
latter case.6

Similar points have been developed in a different context by
William Tolhurst who tries to capture the essence of seemings as
follows:

The real difference between seemings and other states that can
incline one to believe their content is that seemings have the
feel of truth, the feel of a state whose content reveals how
things really are. Their felt givenness typically leads one to ex-
perience believing that things are as they seem as an objectively
fitting or proper response to that seeming. When I merely
think about a cat in my yard, imagine this to be the case, or
desire that it be the case, my mental state does not have this feel.7

Tolhurst calls this feel of a state whose content reveals how things
really are its ‘felt veridicality’. It is the distinguishing feature of seem-
ings. He goes on to speak of a higher-order awareness of this felt
veridicality:

Felt veridicality can also ground a felt demand that one form a
second order belief about the seeming. In calling the feeling of
felt veridicality to mind one reflects on one’s experiences and
considers how they feel. This generates a second order seeming
in which the seeming is itself the object of a seeming. When we
become self-consciously aware of a seeming it seems to us that

6 For more on this view of Reid’s, see Michael Bergmann, Justification
without Awareness (New York: Oxford University Press, 2006): 206–11.
Contrary to what I say there, I now think that the experiential basis of com-
monsense beliefs is a certain claim’s seeming absurd—a seeming that is in
some way involved in or connected with the emotion of ridicule—not that
emotion itself (we have the emotion because the claim seems absurd).

7 William Tolhurst, ‘Seemings’, American Philosophical Quarterly 35
(1998), 293–302.
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the seeming is veridical. This second order seeming is grounded
in our awareness of the feel of veridicality.8

So, according toReid, when a normal person considers the suggestion
that all her beliefs formed on the basis of her strong perceptual and
memory seemings are unreliably formed, it will first seem absurd to
her that they are unreliably formed and it will then seem that they
are reliably formed and she’ll believe that. (Or at least this is what I
take Reid to be suggesting. What follows in the remainder of this
section is one way of developing these ideas. Whether this develop-
ment captures what Reid says in his own writings is not of primary
concern to me.) Tolhurst says something similar: when we consider,
for example, a memory seeming that p, we become aware of its felt
veridicality and this makes it seem to us that the memory seeming
that p is veridical; on the basis of this higher-order seeming, we
believe that the memory belief that p, based on that memory
seeming that p, is formed in a reliable and nonmisleading way, con-
trary to the skeptical scenario that, according to the objector,
should make us have doubts.
These higher-order seemings that our first-order beliefs are reli-

ably formed or that our first-order seemings are veridical are exam-
ples of epistemic intuitions. Epistemic intuitions are like moral
intuitions, which are seemings about moral matters, the difference
being that epistemic intuitions are seemings about epistemic
matters. Both are normative seemings. Just as one can have moral in-
tuitions about particular cases, mid-level principles, or higher-level
principles, so also one can have epistemic intuitions about particular
cases, mid-level principles, or higher-level principles. The Reidian
response to the underdetermination objection to our perceptual and
memory beliefs relies on epistemic intuitions. The skeptical objection
raises doubts about the reliability of our noninferential perceptual
and memory beliefs or about the veridicality of our sensory experi-
ence or our perceptual or memory seemings. The Reidian reply is
to reject those doubts and affirm the reliability of those beliefs and
the veridicality of the seemings on which they’re based. In doing
this, the one endorsing the Reidian reply is forming a higher-level
belief about the trustworthiness of our faculties and this higher-
level belief is based on epistemic intuitions. Responses to skepticism
in this Reidian or commonsensist vein have been championed by

8 Ibid. 299. For further discussions of what seemings are see Michael
Bergmann, ‘Externalist Justification and the Role of Seemings’,
Philosophical Studies 166 (2013), 163–84.
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many since the time of Reid, including G.E. Moore and Chisholm,
but also contemporary epistemologists such as Jim Pryor and John
Greco.9

(I should note here that not all who support a Reidian response to
skepticism would focus on seemings or evidence in the form of epi-
stemic intuitions (Greco, for example, wouldn’t). I happen to think
such a focus is a natural and plausible Reidian way to account for
what in fact happens when we humans hear about and then rationally
dismiss radical skeptical hypotheses and objections. However, it is
not my view that having such seemings or intuitions is the only
way any possible cognizer could rationally respond to skeptical objec-
tions. Nor is it my view that beliefs can’t be justified unless they’re
based on seemings of some kind (e.g., memorial, perceptual, intu-
itional, etc.). It’s just that I think rational human beliefs very often
happen to be based, at least in part, on seemings of some kind.10)
Chisholm famously cites the Reidian response to Humean skep-

tical worries as a paradigm instance of a view he called ‘particular-
ism’.11 The Humean skeptic believes an epistemic principle saying
that we can’t know anything about the external world or the past
unless we have strong arguments for our conclusions—arguments be-
ginning with premises about our current experience. Reid recognized
that such a principle implies that we don’t have any knowledge about
the external world or the past, since no strong arguments of that kind
are available. But he thought it was clear that we do have knowledge of
the existence of the external world and the past. As a result, Reid and
Moore and others in this tradition reject the epistemic principle on
which the Humean skeptical argument depends. This is called a ‘par-
ticularist’ response to Humean skepticism because it gives more
weight to intuitions about the epistemic status of particular beliefs
than to intuitions concerning general epistemic principles about
what is required for justification or knowledge—principles of the
sort employed in skeptical objections.

9 See John Greco, Putting Skeptics In Their Place (New York:
Cambridge University Press, 2000) and James Pryor, ‘The Skeptic and
the Dogmatist’, Noûs 34 (2000), 517–49.

10 See Bergmann 2013 op. cit. where I defend externalism and reject
Phenomenal Conservatism, despite my friendliness to talk of seemings.

11 See Roderick Chisholm, ‘The Problem of the Criterion’, The
Foundations of Knowing (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press,
1982), 68–9. Particularism as Chisholm understands it should not be con-
fused with moral particularism of the sort defended by Jonathan Dancy,
Ethics without Principles, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004).
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An important thing to notice is that, in making this response, the
Reidian particularist is doing the same sort of thing that the skeptic
is doing. After all, how does the skeptic know that her epistemic prin-
ciples are true? Presumably the epistemic principles, on which the
skeptic relies in proposing her skeptical objections, are believed on
the basis of epistemic intuitions. (Indeed, just as it’s hard to see
how moral beliefs are in fact justified without relying in some way at
some point on moral intuitions, it’s also difficult to see how skeptical
arguments—for epistemic conclusions about what we epistemically
shouldn’t believe—are in fact justified without relying in some way
at some point on epistemic intuitions.12) The Reidian can concede
that there may be some initial appeal to the epistemic intuitions on
which skeptical objections rely. But she goes on to insist that the
strength of these skepticism-inducing epistemic intuitions pales in
comparison to the strength of the epistemic intuitions in support of
the rationality of beliefs about particular cases and in support of the
reliability of the belief-forming faculties that produced them.
Putting all this in terms of defeaters, what we have is the following.

I formmy noninferentially justified perceptual andmemory beliefs. I
then become aware of the underdetermination objection—a skeptical
objection suggesting that I should be doubtful of the reliability of
these perceptual and memory beliefs. This is a proposed defeater
for these beliefs and it is based, at least in part, on epistemic intuitions
(e.g., the intuition that I should withhold judgment about the reli-
ability of my beliefs based on evidence that doesn’t guarantee their
truth—at least until I’ve got an argument that those beliefs are
made probable by that evidence). But when I consider the higher-
level claim that my perceptual and memory beliefs aren’t formed in
a trustworthy way, I have the strong higher-level seeming that this
is false and that, in fact, my perceptual and memory beliefs are
formed in a trustworthy way. On the basis of this epistemic intuition,
I deny the claim that they’re unreliably formed and I also deny the
skeptic’s premise, which says that, in light of the underdetermination

12 There is more to be said about this than I can get into here. For an
initial statement, without endorsement, of some aspects of this line of
thought in connection with moral beliefs, see Walter Sinnott-Armstrong,
Moral Skepticisms (New York: Oxford University Press, 2006), 74–77.
Similar points can be made in connection with beliefs about epistemic
matters. In the abstract, there are the possibilities of basing beliefs about
epistemic value on authoritative testimony or on some ‘inference to the
best explanation’ arguments for realism about epistemic value and for the re-
liability of our beliefs about epistemic matters. But in fact, such beliefs are, I
think, typically noninferentially based on epistemic intuition.
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objection, I epistemically should be doubtful about or withhold my
perceptual and memory beliefs. In short, this proposed defeater is
deflected13 by my reliance on epistemic intuitions, ones that are
stronger than the epistemic intuitions supporting the defeater. As a
result, my justified perceptual and memory beliefs avoid being de-
feated by this skeptical objection.
Moreover, although epistemologists can explain in some detail how

this happens (bymentioning the sorts of things I’ve said above and by
developing those remarks at length), this Reidian response works just
as well for the philosophically naïve. For example, an ordinary person
might watch the movieTheMatrix for the first time and, as she walks
out of the theater, shemight consider the possibility that her own per-
ceptual beliefs are massively unreliable and she might wonder how
she could rule out this possibility. Shemight evenwonder if it is sens-
ible for her to continue trusting her sensory experience. But soon
after she considers this worry, she dismisses it as implausible and
affirms that it would be silly to be skeptical in that way, on the
basis of such concerns, about her perception. This ordinary person
is responding to the underdetermination objection in basically the
same way that Reid is, despite the fact that she wouldn’t describe
her response in the way I’ve been describing the Reidian response.

1.3 Satisfying the Skeptic

Notice that the claim here is not that this sort of response will satisfy
the skeptical objector by offering her what she’ll consider to be a suc-
cessful proof that the objection fails. The claim, rather, is that these
perceptual and memory beliefs can remain rational, in the way
noted, in the face of these potential defeaters. This is because even
if the skeptical objector is not satisfied by these responses, it’s
simply false that, in such a situation, rationality requires me to give
up those perceptual and memory beliefs.14 And what matters for

13 Deflecting a defeater is to be distinguished from defeating a defeater.
Defeating a defeater (on one natural construal) causes that defeater to lose its
defeating power. Deflecting a defeater is different: it prevents a potential de-
feater from having any defeating power to begin with.

14 It might seem true to the skeptic that, in such a situation, rationality
requires me to give up those perceptual and memory beliefs. But that’s
because the skeptic doesn’t have veridical epistemic intuitions (more on
this in the next subsection).
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epistemic defeat is not what the skeptic finds satisfying but what ra-
tionality in fact requires.
Given that this reply won’t satisfy the skeptic, how is this a helpful

response to skeptical objections? It can be helpful in a couple of ways.
First, it’s helpful for people who share the epistemic intuitions most
non-skeptics share but who aren’t sure how best to respond to skep-
tical objections, which seem to carry some weight. This response
helps these non-skeptics to see that although there is a tempting
appeal to the skeptic’s epistemic intuitions, they are ultimately non-
veridical and overridden by considerably stronger epistemic intui-
tions to the contrary. Second, it’s also helpful for skeptical objectors
for two reasons: (i) It helps objectors to see (if they haven’t already)
that those to whom they’re objecting have an internally coherent re-
sponse that fits their non-skeptical epistemic intuitions, which shows
that the situation for the non-skeptic isn’t as problematic as skeptical
objectors sometimes think. (ii) It helps objectors to come face to face
(if they haven’t already) with the charge that although the epistemic
intuitions supporting their objection are understood and to some
degree appreciated by non-skeptics, these skeptical intuitions are
viewed with skepticism by non-skeptics as non-veridical epistemic il-
lusions; being faced with this charge might go some way toward
helping these objectors to see that their skeptical objections aren’t
as strong as they may have supposed.

1.4 Internal Rationality, External Rationality, and the Unconvinced
Skeptic

I’ve said that our perceptual and memory beliefs remain rational and
justified in the face of the skeptic’s underdetermination objection.
For the most part, I’ve been using the terms ‘rationality’ and ‘justifi-
cation’ as synonyms referring to what we might call ‘internal ration-
ality’. Internal rationality differs from external rationality as follows:
a belief is internally rational if the belief formation process is going as
it epistemically should downstream from experience (i.e., in response
to the subject’s conscious mental states, which constitute her evi-
dence); a belief is externally rational if the belief formation process
is going as it epistemically should both upstream and downstream
from the experience.15 For example, a perceptual belief is internally
rational if it is an epistemically appropriate response to the subject’s

15 This distinction is introduced by Alvin Plantinga in his Warranted
Christian Belief (New York: Oxford University Press, 2000), 110–12.
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conscious mental states, in particular her sensory experiences. But a
perceptual belief can be internally rational even if these sensory ex-
periences were not produced in an epistemically appropriate way
but were, instead, artificially produced by a deceptive demon or a
computer, as in the movie The Matrix. In that case, the perceptual
belief based on these artificially produced sensory experiences
would be internally rational but not externally rational.
(Notice that one can be either an internalist or an externalist about

internal rationality. For example, if you think that whatmakes a belief
an epistemically appropriate response to your evidence base is that it
is a proper functioning response to it or a reliable response to it, then
you are an externalist about internal rationality. But if you think that
whatmakes a belief an epistemically appropriate response to your evi-
dence base is that your belief fits that evidence base, where this fit-
tingness relation holds of necessity between that belief and that
particular evidence base, in virtue of some of the intrinsic consciously
accessible features of the relata, then you are, presumably, an eviden-
tialist and an internalist about internal rationality. My own view is
that externalism is true. So although I think we humans typically
form beliefs on the basis of conscious mental states, I also think (i)
that it’s possible for beliefs to be justified even if they aren’t based
on conscious mental states and (ii) that justification supervenes not
on our mental states but on facts about what proper function
requires.16)
With the distinction between internal and external rationality in

mind, consider what I’ve said about satisfying the skeptic. I’ve said
that epistemic intuitions in support of the justification of our percep-
tual and memory beliefs are much stronger than and outweigh the
epistemic intuitions in support of the premises used in the under-
determination objection. But what if the skeptic’s epistemic intui-
tions are different? What if her epistemic intuitions in support of
the premises used in the underdetermination objection are as
strong as or stronger than those indicating that her perceptual and
memory beliefs are justified and reliably formed? Perhaps in that
case, it won’t be internally rational for the skeptic to join the
Reidian respondent in treating the epistemic intuitions in support
of the underdetermination objection as illusory; and perhaps that
means that the skeptic can’t save the internal rationality of her
perceptual and memory beliefs in the Reidian way I suggest above.
So perhaps the skeptic is internally rational to endorse the

16 For further discussion see Bergmann 2006 op. cit. and Bergmann
2013 op. cit.
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underdetermination objection on the basis of her epistemic intui-
tions, even though the non-skeptic is internally rational to endorse
the Reidian response on the basis of her epistemic intuitions.
What’s internally rational can differ between people if their evidence
(in this case, the epistemic intuitions they have) differs.
I’ve also said, in the previous subsection, that what rationality in

fact requires is not that we give up our perceptual and memory
beliefs in response to the underdetermination objection. The point
here is that having epistemic intuitions in support of the underdeter-
mination objection that are as strong as or stronger than those in
support of the justification of our perceptual and memory beliefs is
not in accord with external rationality. So even if the skeptic is
internally rational in (i) endorsing the underdetermination objection
on the basis of her epistemic intuitions that support it and (ii) with-
holding (or holding less firmly) her perceptual and memory beliefs
in the face of that objection, she is not externally rational in doing
so. The externally rational thing for the skeptic to do is to have
weaker epistemic intuitions in support of the underdetermination ob-
jection and to have them outweighed by much stronger epistemic in-
tuitions in support of the justification of her perceptual and memory
beliefs, leading her to treat the skeptical intuitions as illusory.
External rationality will result in this person continuing firmly to
hold her perceptual and memory beliefs, despite the skeptical
objection.
What is my basis for this view about what external rationality re-

quires? Reliance on epistemic intuitions. Of course, the skeptic
won’t view things this way, so she will think she is being misjudged
as irrational by the non-skeptic. (I’ve conversedwith perceptual skep-
tics who feel this way.) But a similar point holds in the other direc-
tion: the non-skeptic won’t view things the way the skeptic does, so
she will think she is being misjudged as irrational by the skeptic.
It’s not easy to see a way forward that will guarantee a resolution
between these two perspectives, a way for the skeptic and non-
skeptic to engage in a philosophical conversation that is likely to
bring about a shared point of view on the matter.

1.5 Concerns about Epistemic Circularity

Various objections can be raised against reliance on epistemic intu-
ition. One kind of objection is based on work in experimental phil-
osophy that raises concerns about the reliability of epistemic
intuition. Unfortunately, I don’t have the space to enter into a
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discussion of this challenge in this paper.17 Another sort of objection
to reliance on epistemic intuition asks the following question: What
happens if the skeptic takes the underdetermination objection and
uses it against beliefs formed on the basis of epistemic intuitions?
(After all, these epistemic intuitions don’t guarantee the truth of
the beliefs based on them.) Won’t there be trouble if one tries to
use the Reidian response to defend epistemic intuitions against this
objection? I.e., won’t it be viciously circular to respond to the
skeptic about epistemic intuitions by relying on epistemic intuitions
to confirm the trustworthiness and rationality of relying on epistemic
intuitions?
Before addressing that concern, let’s consider a related worry that

this skeptic about epistemic intuition faces—the worry that using
the underdetermination objection to support skepticism about epi-
stemic intuitions is self-undermining. This objection itself relies on
premises that are based, ultimately, on epistemic intuitions (e.g.,
the intuition that I epistemically should withhold judgment about
the reliability of my beliefs based on evidence that doesn’t guarantee
their truth—at least until I’ve got an argument that those beliefs are
made probable by that evidence). So the skeptic appears to be guilty
of relying on epistemic intuitions to argue that we can’t trust epi-
stemic intuitions. The skeptic might respond by pointing out that
it’s possible to learn that a belief source is problematic by discovering
that it indicates its own unreliability.18 That is a response worth
taking seriously. But the question is whether, in making such a dis-
covery, the belief source should be mistrusted wholesale or
whether, instead, our mistrust should be directed more narrowly at

17 But, for some supportive presentations of this kind of objection,
see Jonathan Weinberg et al., ‘Normativity and Epistemic Intuitions’,
Philosophical Topics 29 (2001), 429–60 and Joshua Alexander et al., ‘The
“Unreliability” of Epistemic Intuitions’, Current Controversies in
Experimental Philosophy, eds. Edouard Machery and Elizabeth O’Neill
(New York: Routledge, 2014), 128–45. For some replies to these kinds of
objections, see John Bengson, ‘Experimental Attacks on Intuitions and
Answers’, Philosophy and Phenomenological Research 86 (2013), 495–532;
Jennifer Nagel, ‘Epistemic intuitions’, Philosophy Compass 2 (2007),
792–819; Jennifer Nagel, ‘Intuitions and Experiments: A defense of the
case method’, Philosophy and Phenomenological Research 85 (2012),
495–527; and Kenneth Boyd and Jennifer Nagel, ‘The Reliability of
Epistemic Intuitions’, Current Controversies in Experimental Philosophy,
eds. Edouard Machery and Elizabeth O’Neill (New York: Routledge,
2014), 109–27.

18 For a nice example of this see Fumerton op. cit. 50–51.
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the alleged indicators of the source’s supposed untrustworthiness.
The Reidian will be happy to acknowledge that our belief sources
are imperfect. But in this particular case, she’ll be inclined to think
that the problem is with the epistemic intuitions behind the under-
determination objection, not with epistemic intuition as a whole.
Let’s return, briefly, to the circularity problem that afflicts the

Reidian anti-skeptic who relies on epistemic intuitions in forming
the belief that her epistemic intuitions are veridical. Is that a problem-
atic kind of epistemic circularity? The short answer is that relying on
epistemic intuitions in forming the belief that one’s epistemic intui-
tions are veridical needn’t be problematic even though it does mani-
fest a kind of epistemic circularity. (A belief, B, is epistemically
circular if (i) it is a belief in the trustworthiness of a belief source S
and (ii) the person holding B depends on belief source S in forming
or holding B.) Sometimes epistemic circularity is benign. In the
case of epistemic intuition, it is benign when the person with such
intuitions neither is nor (epistemically) should be seriously question-
ing or doubting the trustworthiness or veridicality of these intuitions.
I don’t have the space here to give a detailed account of this way of
defending benign epistemic circularity, but I do so elsewhere.19

2. Disagreement as a Potential Defeater

As a general rule, disagreement about p provides a defeater for your
belief that p when you think the person disagreeing with you is
your epistemic peer (or better) with respect to p, which is to say you
think that (a) that person’s evidence with respect to p is approxi-
mately as good, epistemically, as yours (or better) and that (b)
when it comes to belief-formation with respect to p, that person is ap-
proximately as good, epistemically, as you are (or better) at respond-
ing to such evidence.20 The problem generated by peer disagreement
is that if you think the other person’s evidence with respect to p is as
good as yours and that the person responds to such evidence as well as
you do, then (assuming it’s initially rational to trust yourself on this
matter) you have good reason to think that each of you (in forming
beliefs about whether or not p) forms them in a reliable and

19 See Bergmann 2006 op. cit. 179–211.
20 See Michael Bergmann, ‘Religious Disagreement and Rational

Demotion’, Oxford Studies in Philosophy of Religion, ed. Jonathan
Kvanvig (New York: Oxford University Press, 2015), n. 2 for further
discussion.
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nonmisleading way. But if you then come to realize that the two of
you disagree about p (one thinking it’s true, the other thinking it’s
false), you have good reason to think that either that person’s belief
or your belief with respect to p is formed in a misleading way. At
this point, you have two main options: either (i) you can give up be-
lieving (by withholding or disbelieving) that your belief that p is
formed in a reliable and nonmisleading way; or (ii) you can give up
believing that the other person is your epistemic peer, in effect de-
moting that person from epistemic peer to epistemic inferior, at
least with respect to p on this particular occasion. (Demotion of
this sort can take place in two ways. I might demote you from
being an epistemic peer with respect to p to being an epistemic infer-
ior with respect to p, thinking that you have worse evidence than I do
or that you aren’t as good as I am at responding to such evidence. Or I
might demote you from ‘believing like an epistemic peer with respect
to p on this occasion’ to ‘believing like an epistemic inferior with
respect to p on this occasion’. If I demote you in the first way, I’mde-
moting you from peer to inferior; if I demote you in the second way,
I’m demoting your believing on a particular occasion from peer-like
believing to inferior-like believing. To simplify the discussion, I will
refer to both as demotion from peer to inferior. What really matters,
in connection with demotion and defeat in cases of disagreement, is
the second kind of demotion.21) If you do or epistemically should
take option (i), you have a defeater for your belief that p.22 If you
take option (ii) and you do so rationally, then your recognition that
the other person disagrees with you no longer threatens to defeat
your belief that p.
We can formulate these ideas in a principle as follows:

D: If in response to recognizing that S disagrees with you about p
(which you heretofore rationally believed), you either do or epis-
temically should disbelieve or seriously question or doubt the
claim that you are, on this occasion, both trustworthy with
respect to p and more trustworthy than S with respect to p,
then your belief that p is defeated by this recognition; otherwise
not.

This account of disagreement-based defeaters gives rise to the follow-
ing question: when can I rationally demote (or continue to view as an

21 See ibid. 26 for further discussion.
22 This implies that unjustified beliefs can defeat justified ones. See

Bergmann 2006 op. cit. 163–8 for some discussion of this.
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epistemic inferior23) someone who disagrees with me? The answer, I
think, depends on at least three kinds of evidence:

p-evidence: evidence bearing on p, the disputed claim;

Rp-evidence: evidence bearing on Rp, the proposition that your
belief that p is formed in a reliable and nonmisleading way;

R∼p-evidence: evidence bearing on R∼p, the proposition that
your assumed peer’s belief that ∼p is formed in a reliable and
nonmisleading way.

Although it is difficult to say exactly where to draw the line between
cases of defeat and cases where you can rationally demote the one dis-
agreeing with you, we can say this much: When your p-evidence and
Rp-evidence are strongly supportive (of p and Rp, respectively) and
your R∼p-evidence is no more than weakly supportive (of R∼p), it is
rational to demote the one disagreeing with you. But when your
R∼p-evidence is at least as strongly supportive as your Rp-evidence
and your p-evidence, then it is not rational to demote and you have a
defeater.24

Consider three examples that illustrate these points:

Restaurant Case: You and three friends are sharing a meal and
decide to split the check evenly. In your head, you calculate a
20% tip and divide by four and, rounding up, come up with
$47 each. You believe this is correct because you did it carefully.
But then your friend at the table does the same thing and tells you
she came up with $43 each.25

The standard reaction to this case is that this sort of disagreement
gives you a defeater. A natural way to explain this assessment is to
point out that your R∼p-evidence (concerning whether your friend
can do this sort of calculation well) is about as strongly supportive
as your Rp-evidence (concerning whether you can do it well) and
your p-evidence (concerning what each share of the bill should be).

23 For convenience, I’ll refer to cases where a person is viewed as an epi-
stemic inferior without first being viewed as an epistemic peer or better as
cases of demoting, even if strictly speaking, there is no demotion in such a
case from a peer or better to an inferior.

24 Thanks toNichole Smith and Joel Ballivian for pressing me to clarify
the ideas in this paragraph.

25 This is an oft-discussed case in the literature on disagreement. See
David Christensen, ‘Epistemology of Disagreement: The Good News’,
Philosophical Review 116 (2007), 187–217 for an early discussion of it.
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As a result, you can’t rationally demote your friend with respect to the
proposition over which you disagree, which leaves you with a
defeater.
Consider next two other examples:

Math Conference Case: Suppose you are a fifty-year-old full pro-
fessor of mathematics, well-informed in your field. You are at a
mathematics conference and, in the conference hotel, you see a
man your age dressed in the way a typical math professor attend-
ing such a conference would be dressed, reading a sign giving the
conference schedule. You ask him if he’s here for the conference
and he says he is. At this point, you assume he’s at least roughly
your peer on mathematical questions up to at least the level of,
say, first-year university calculus. However, a little later you
are having a conversation with him in which he asserts things
that demonstrate a level of mathematical incompetence you’d
expect from someone whose SAT score in math was so low, he
couldn’t get into a community college. (Suppose he asserts ten
things, each of which is the denial of a mathematical claim so ob-
viously true that any ordinary high school freshman earning a C
or higher in math classes would easily see that it’s true.) The man
persists in his beliefs, even after you tell him that you disagree
and can see that his beliefs are obviously mistaken.26

Jury Case: The police haul you in, accusing you of stealing my
laptop. The evidence against you is strong. There are reliablewit-
nesses claiming to have seen you atmy house at the time the crime
occurred. You are known to have a motive to do me harm. And
the laptop was found on your property. The jury, upon hearing
the evidence, is convinced and believes that you are guilty. But
you have a clear memory of being on a solitary hike outside of
the city at the time, although you have no witnesses who can
confirm this. You report this clear memory to the jury, but
they aren’t impressed.27

In each of these cases, the natural response is to think that your
belief is not defeated by the disagreement (with the person at the
math conference or the jury members). We can easily explain this
by pointing out that your R∼p-evidence is at best weakly supportive
and your p-evidence and your Rp-evidence are strongly supportive.

26 I introduced this case in Bergmann 2015 op. cit. 28.
27 This is a slightly altered version of an example from Plantinga 2000

op. cit. 450.
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Your R∼p-evidence is at best weakly supportive because you don’t
have very strong evidence that the person at the math conference is
good at correctly answering those math questions (you just
assumed this upon hearing him say he was attending the conference)
or that the jury members are as good as you are at determining your
whereabouts at the time of the crime (after all, you have clear mem-
ories of what you were doing at the time and they don’t). Your p-evi-
dence is strongly supportive because of how intuitively obvious the
math answers are and how clear your memories are of your where-
abouts at the time of the crime. And your Rp-evidence is also strongly
supportive because it consists of strong epistemic intuitions in
support of the trustworthiness of the relevant memory and mathem-
atical seemings.

3. Is Religious Disagreement a Defeater?

To simplify the discussion of religious disagreement, I’ll focus on one
particular religious belief: the belief that God (a perfect person who
created the universe) exists. There is clearly disagreement on this
topic. The question is whether it results in a defeater. The answer
will vary depending in part on how strongly supportive the relevant
bits of evidence are (p-evidence, Rp-evidence, and R∼p-evidence).
In what follows, I will explain why I think there are some cases
where disagreement does not provide a defeater for theistic belief.

3.1 p-evidence, Rp-evidence, and R∼p-evidence for Theistic Belief

First, let’s consider the p-evidence, the evidence concerning theism
itself. I will be ignoring theistic arguments and focusing instead on
evidence on which noninferential theistic belief is based. There are
various kinds of experiential evidence for noninferential theistic
belief. One kind is dramatic religious experience, including in par-
ticular perceptual experience of God. In his Perceiving God, Alston
focuses on mystical perception, in which God seems to reveal
himself in some vivid or shocking or overwhelming way. Alston
thinks of it as perception because God is (allegedly) perceived as
doing something vis-à-vis the perceiver or as having some perceivable
property such as goodness, power, or kindness.28 Because this kind of

28 William Alston, Perceiving God (Ithaca: Cornell University Press,
1991), 14–28.
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perceptual experience of God is rare, I will set it aside and focus
instead on a different kind of experiential evidence for noninferential
theistic belief, namely, theistic seemings.
Just as noninferential memory, moral, and mathematical belief are

often based on memory, moral and mathematical seemings, so also,
noninferential theistic belief is often based on theistic seemings.29

Many things can trigger ordinary theistic seemings. They might be
triggered by things upstream from experience, including things
such as the direct activity of God (this is one way of thinking about
at least some instances of what the Christian tradition calls ‘the testi-
mony of the Holy Spirit’). But they can also be triggered by things
downstream from experience such as feelings of guilt or being for-
given or desperate fear or gratitude; other triggers can be experiences
of awe at the grandeur and majesty of oceans, mountains, or sky.30

Another way theistic seemings can arise is in response to the
spoken or written testimony of others: we encounter the testimony
and what is said simply seems right.31 Theistic seemings can also
result from ruminating upon what we have learned about the im-
mensity, complexity, mysteriousness, and possible origins of nature
and of the human mind.32 Likewise, a consideration of the apparent
design in nature (e.g., in the biological world and in Big Bang cosmol-
ogy) can prompt a seeming that God designed these things, a seeming
that isn’t based on any argument from design and that is compatible

29 Plantinga seems to have theistic seemings in mind in his 2000 op. cit.
182–3 when he discusses the nature of the experiences involved in the oper-
ation of the sensus divinitatus,which produces belief in God. There he notes
that what such experiences have in common is that they all include doxastic
experience. And it is clear that what Plantinga thinks of as doxastic experi-
ence is the sort of thing that is involved in having a seeming. See Plantinga
2000 op. cit. 110–11 and Plantinga, Warrant and Proper Function
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1993), 190–93.

30 Plantinga 2000 op. cit. 174.
31 As Plantingawrites (ibid. 250): ‘We read Scripture, or something pre-

senting scriptural teaching, or hear the gospel preached, or are told of it by
parents, or encounter a scriptural teaching as the conclusion of an argument
(or conceivably even as an object of ridicule), or in some other way encounter
a proclamation of the Word. What is said simply seems right; it seems com-
pelling; one finds oneself saying, “Yes, that’s right, that’s the truth of the
matter; this is indeed the word of the Lord”.’

32 Charles Sanders Peirce, ‘A Neglected Argument for the Reality of
God’, Collected Papers of Charles Sanders Peirce: Volumes V and VI, eds.
Charles Hartshorne and Paul Weiss (Cambridge, MA: Harvard
University, 1965 [1908]), 6.452–85.
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with believing in evolution.33 These theistic seemings aren’t the
results of simply considering the proposition God exists and finding
that it seems true; nor are they conclusions of arguments. They are
more like what Audi calls ‘conclusions of reflection’, which are not
based on inferences from premises but instead emerge noninferen-
tially from an awareness of a variety of observations, experiences,
and considerations over a (perhaps long) period of time.34 Thus, in
a certain sense, the evidence I’m thinking of doesn’t consist solely
of theistic seemings. It also includes many recent and long past obser-
vations, experiences, testimony, considerations, and the traces of
these retained in memory out of which these theistic seemings
emerge noninferentially upon reflection. It is often the case that we
are unable to trace the origins of our theistic seemings. But, as
Ernest Sosa and Graham Oppy point out in other contexts, the fact
that we can’t trace the origins of our seemings doesn’t show that
the beliefs based on those seemings aren’t rational or trustworthy.35

And just as memory, moral, and mathematical seemings can be
weak or very strong, so also theistic seemings can be weak or very
strong. The kind of p-evidence that I have in mind consists of
strong theistic seemings. These theistic seemings might not be as
strong as our strongest perceptual and memory seemings. But this
doesn’t mean they aren’t strong enough to be used in making theistic
belief rational in the face of disagreement.
The accounts given of what justifies noninferential theistic beliefs

so based will be similar to accounts given of the justification of per-
ceptual, memory, mathematical, or moral beliefs. Evidentialists will
say that theistic beliefs so based are justified if the beliefs fit the evi-
dence on which they’re based.36 Reliabilists will say that beliefs so
based are justified if the processes by which such beliefs are formed

33 Alvin Plantinga, Where the Conflict Really Lies (New York: Oxford
University Press, 2011), 240–264.

34 Robert Audi, The Good in the Right (Princeton, NJ: Princeton
University Press, 2004), 45–6.

35 Ernest Sosa, ‘The Epistemology of Disagreement’, Social
Epistemology, eds. Adrian Haddock et al. (Oxford University Press, 2010),
278–97 and Graham Oppy, ‘Disagreement’, International Journal for
Philosophy of Religion 68 (2010), 183–99.

36 Chris Tucker, ‘Phenomenal Conservatism and Evidentialism in
Religious Epistemology’, Evidence and Religious Belief, eds. Raymond
VanArragon and Kelly James Clark (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
2011), 52–73.
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are reliable.37 Proper functionalists will say that beliefs so based are
justified if they are produced by properly functioning cognitive facul-
ties in the appropriate cognitive environment.38 Insofar as theistic
beliefs can be fitting responses to theistic seemings and insofar as the-
istic beliefs based on theistic seemings can be reliably formed or pro-
duced by properly functioning faculties, noninferential theistic
beliefs formed on these bases can (according to these familiar ac-
counts of epistemic normativity) be justified or rational.
As I suggested earlier, in order for theistic beliefs based on theistic

seemings to be internally rational, things must be going as they epis-
temically should downstream from experience (i.e., they must be
epistemically fitting responses to triggers consisting of other
current or previous mental states of the subject). Thus, on my
view, it often isn’t merely strength of seeming that is required,
where that strength is understood subjectively. For example, in
cases where theistic seemings are conclusions of reflection, then,
even though they aren’t inferential, theymust be epistemically appro-
priate responses to previousmental states of the subject (if such seem-
ings are to be sources of justified belief). But in cases where the
theistic seemings aren’t formed in response to previous mental
states, what matters for internal rationality is mainly that they
aren’t failing to be appropriately responsive to any defeating evidence
one might have.39

The relevant Rp-evidence is the higher-order seeming that the the-
istic seemings, on the basis of which one believes that God exists, are
veridical. It’s not that the theist finds it absurd that any seeming on a
religious topic could be nonveridical. Rather, when she ponders the
particular theistic seemings on which her own theistic beliefs are
based, it seems strongly to her (because of an awareness of their felt
veridicality) that these theistic seemings are veridical. These
higher-order seemings are epistemic intuitions about particular the-
istic beliefs. They are the very same sort of evidence that makes us
think our strong memory, moral, and mathematical seemings are ver-
idical. The kind of Rp-evidence I have in mind, then, is strong epi-
stemic intuition in support of the veridicality of the strong theistic
seemings on which our theistic beliefs are based. Again, these

37 Alston 1991 op. cit. andWilliam Alston, ‘Knowledge of God’, Faith,
Reason, and Skepticism, ed. Marcus Hester (Philadelphia: Temple
University Press, 1992), 6–49.

38 Plantinga 2000 op. cit.
39 Thanks to Joel Ballivian and John Greco for pressing me to clarify

the points made in this paragraph.
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epistemic intuitions in support of our theistic seemings might not be
as strong as our strongest epistemic intuitions in support of the ver-
idicality of our perceptual and memory seemings. But this doesn’t
mean they aren’t strong enough to be used in making theistic belief
rational in the face of disagreement.
Our overall Rp-evidence is more strongly supportive when it also

includes another kind of Rp-evidence, namely, the recognition that
many other people are theists, including many who are exceedingly
intelligent and aware of potential defeaters for theism, whose moral
character is extremely admirable, and who are very mature40 and
practically wise in ways that enable them to flourish in their environ-
ments. These considerations have to be balanced against the fact that
many non-theists are also like this. But they still make our Rp-evi-
dence more strongly supportive than it would be in the absence of
such awareness of numerous other intellectually and morally impres-
sive theists.41

The theist’s R∼p-evidence is her evidence bearing on whether the
belief that theism is false, held by those who disagree with her, is
formed in a reliable and nonmisleading way. I don’t think the
theist has very strong evidence that the atheist’s belief on this
matter is reliable. Of course, educated theists are aware that both athe-
ists and theists have developed arguments for their positions and re-
sponded to arguments against their positions. They are also aware
that, just as with other topics in philosophy, there is a lot of variation
in the assessments of these arguments and responses. If one consid-
ered only the philosophical literature on theistic and atheistic argu-
ments, it would be very controversial indeed to say that it gives us
strong evidence that the atheist’s beliefs on this matter are reliable
(it would be about as controversial as saying that the philosophical lit-
erature on incompatibilism about free will gives us strong evidence
that the incompatibilist’s beliefs about incompatibilism are reliable).
Focusing only on atheistic arguments, the strongest seem to be argu-
ments from evil and, although some of those arguments are more
plausible than others, it seems fair to say that none of them are knock-
down arguments and none of them are strong enough to rationally
require consent from all informed intelligent people.42

40 I.e., emotionally secure, focused on others, and adept at respectfully
and compassionately negotiating the complexities of human interactions and
relationships.

41 See Bergmann 2015 op. cit. 41–42 for further discussion of this point.
42 For some discussion of arguments from evil that lends support to this

claim, see Plantinga 2000 op. cit. 458–99; William Alston, ‘The Inductive
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Moreover, even if a theist thinks that theistic arguments aren’t
strong enough to justify theistic belief and that atheistic arguments
have some force, that isn’t sufficiently strong evidence for thinking
that the atheist’s beliefs on this matter are reliable. Consider again
the Jury Case. In that example, you’ve been accused of a crime and
you agree that the jury has very strong evidence for thinking you
are guilty. Nevertheless, your overall evidence for thinking that the
jurors’ beliefs about your guilt are reliable is not strong. This is
because you think their evidence is deficient in an important way in
which your own evidence (which includes your vivid memories) is
not. Something similar might be true of the theist who is thinking
about the atheist who relies on atheistic arguments that have some
force. Although the theist might have good reason to think that the
most sophisticated atheists are as good as anyone else at formulating
valid arguments with somewhat appealing premises on the topic of
God’s existence, the theist doesn’t have good reason to be equally im-
pressed with the atheist’s capacity or tendency to have appropriate
theistic seemings and to respond properly to them. The theist has
her theistic seemings and her higher-order seemings about these the-
istic seemings, which assure her of their veridicality. But when she
considers the atheist, what she notices is that the atheist apparently
lacks these seemings, or at least that she has them only weakly and
doesn’t have or trust any higher-order seemings about the veridicality
of her theistic seemings. In noticing these things about the atheist, the
theist isn’t thereby getting strong evidence that these atheistic beliefs
are being formed in reliable and nonmisleading ways. If anything,
she’s getting evidence to the contrary, given her own theistic seem-
ings and their felt veridicality. The theist’s assessment of the
atheist who has somewhat forceful atheistic arguments but who
lacks or doesn’t trust theistic seemings is like your assessment (in
the Jury Case) of the jurors who have strong evidence for your guilt
but who lack the memories you have of your innocence: you don’t
have strong evidence for the reliability of the jurors about your
guilt and the theist doesn’t have strong evidence for the reliability
of the atheist about whether God exists. Importantly, evidence for
the atheist’s overall intelligence, virtue, etc. doesn’t count as strong

Argument from Evil and the Human Cognitive Condition’, Philosophical
Perspectives 5 (1991): 29–67; and Michael Bergmann, ‘Skeptical Theism
and the Problem of Evil’, The Oxford Handbook to Philosophical Theology,
eds. Thomas Flint and Michael Rea (New York: Oxford University Press,
2009), 374–99.
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evidence for her reliability on the topic of theism, since such intelli-
gence and virtue are compatible with (and not made improbable by)
being not very good at all at forming accurate beliefs about theism.43

So these theists don’t have strong R∼p-evidence in support of the re-
liability of the atheist’s beliefs on whether theism is true.
In sum, I think there are many fairly ordinary cases of theistic

belief where the theist’s p-evidence and Rp-evidence are strongly
supportive, and her R∼p-evidence is at best weakly supportive. As
a result, these cases are more like the Jury Case or the Math
Conference Case, where rational demotion occurs and the belief
remains undefeated, than the Restaurant Case, where the belief is de-
feated by the recognition of peer disagreement. This is why I think
theistic belief, at least of the sort I described, can be rational in the
face of disagreement.44

3.2 Internal Rationality, External Rationality, and Satisfying
Objectors to Theism

Will this response satisfy objectors to theism? Probably not. But, as
with the response to skepticism about perception and memory, that
isn’t the goal. The goal is to consider what rationality requires in
certain cases of disagreement about theism. And for the reasons
given above, I think there are cases where rationality does not
require theists to give up their theism. It may be that the objector
to theism has different epistemic intuitions or epistemic intuitions
of different strengths—about whether theistic seemings have eviden-
tial value and are veridical or about what rationality requires in the
face of disagreement. But from the perspective of the theist I have
in mind, the objector is mistaken not only in rejecting theism but
also in endorsing epistemic intuitions that support the objection
and conflict with the theist’s response—a response based in part on
the theist’s stronger epistemic intuitions in support of her theistic

43 It’s true that, in light of these virtues had by many atheists, things
look better for atheism than they otherwise would. But of course theists
have these same considerations in support of their own position and they
have (in addition) their theistic seemings.

44 What about theistic belief that is not based on strong theistic seem-
ings and is not supported by strong epistemic intuitions about the veridical-
ity of those theistic seemings? Depending on how weak the theistic and
relevant epistemic seemings are, it may be that disagreement over theism
results in a defeater for such theistic belief. For more on this, see
Bergmann 2015 op. cit. 53–5.
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beliefs. In this way, the defense of theistic belief in response to the ob-
jection from disagreement over theism is similar to the Reidian
defense of perceptual and memory beliefs in response to underdeter-
mination objections targeting those beliefs: in each case the epistemic
intuitions driving the objections—intuitions about principles con-
cerning what sort of belief retraction is rationally required in
certain circumstances—are ultimately overridden by stronger epi-
stemic intuitions (in the form of higher-level seemings) about the ver-
idicality, reliability, or rationality of first-order perceptual, memorial,
and theistic seemings or beliefs.
Notice that, just as in the dispute between the radical skeptic and

the Reidian defender of perception and memory, here too both
sides might be internally rational. The theist could be internally ra-
tional in adopting the Reidian-style response to skeptical objectors,
since such a response could be the rational response to have if one
has strong theistic seemings and strong epistemic intuitions support-
ing the veridicality of those theistic seemings, and these are formed in
epistemically appropriate ways downstream from experience. At the
same time, if the objector to theism doesn’t have theistic seemings
or doesn’t have epistemic intuitions supporting the veridicality of
such seemings (or if she lacks both or if both are very weak) and
these things are epistemically appropriate responses to her experi-
ence, then the internally rational response for her is skepticism
about theism.
As for external rationality, if the theist’s strong theistic seemings

and her strong epistemic intuitions supporting their veridicality
(and the things upstream from experience that produce these two
kinds of seemings in the theist) are in accord with what external ra-
tionality requires, then her Reidian-style response to objectors to
theism is externally rational as well, just as the Reidian response to
radical skepticism is externally rational.
But what about the objector to theism? Is she doomed to external

irrationality, according to the defense of theistic belief offered in this
paper? Perhaps not. Granted, itmay be that the objector to theism has
something going epistemically wrong upstream from experience that
prevents her from having epistemically appropriate theistic seemings
(of sufficient strength) or from having epistemically appropriate epi-
stemic intuitions supporting the veridicality of such theistic seem-
ings. If so, then her skepticism would be externally irrational. But
perhaps the situation of the objector to theism is more like the
jurors’ situation mentioned in the Jury Case. The jurors in that
example weren’t externally irrational in their skepticism. Instead
they were quite rational. But they were mistaken because, through
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no epistemic deficiency on their part, they didn’t have the (very good)
evidence that the accused had. Moreover, they were rational (though
mistaken) not to believe that the accused had good evidence. If the
situation of the objector to theism is like this, then she might be
both internally and externally rational in her skepticism while the
theist is also internally and externally rational in her theism (just as
the jurors and the accused are both internally and externally rational
in their different beliefs about the guilt of the accused).
I don’t mean to suggest that things are as simple in the dispute

between theists and nontheists as they are for the jurors and the
accused in the Jury Case. I mention that jury example here merely
to emphasize that there are a variety of ways for theists and nontheists
to interpret each other when considering whether the recognition of
their disagreement should lead them to view themselves, or the other,
as irrational.45 My main purpose in this paper has been to explain
how it is that—by relying on epistemic intuitions in the way
Reidians do in response to skeptical challenges to perception and
memory—theists can rationally maintain their theistic beliefs in the
face of disagreement-based skeptical worries.46

Purdue University
bergmann@purdue.edu

45 For more discussion of the question of how people who disagree can
reasonably view each other, see Bergmann 2015 op. cit. 42–53 and Michael
Bergmann, ‘Rational Disagreement after Full Disclosure’, Episteme 6
(2009), 336–53.

46 For helpful comments, I want to thank the audiences at the
University of Oxford, DePauw University, the University of Notre
Dame, Indiana University, the University of Missouri, and the Canadian
Philosophical Association meeting at the University of Ottawa. This work
was supported by a research fellowship from The Experience Project
funded by The John Templeton Foundation in partnership with the
Center for Philosophy of Religion at the University of Notre Dame and
the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill. I’mgrateful to these institu-
tions for their support.
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